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Summary
Background In 2021, Delta became the predominant SARS-CoV-2 variant worldwide. While vaccines have effec-
tively prevented COVID-19 hospitalization and death, vaccine breakthrough infections increasingly occurred. The
precise role of clinical and genomic determinants in Delta infections is not known, and whether they contributed to
increased rates of breakthrough infections compared to unvaccinated controls.

MethodsWe studied SARS-CoV-2 variant distribution, dynamics, and adaptive selection over time in relation to vac-
cine status, phylogenetic relatedness of viruses, full genome mutation profiles, and associated clinical and demo-
graphic parameters.

Findings We show a steep and near-complete replacement of circulating variants with Delta between May and
August 2021 in metropolitan New York. We observed an increase of the Delta sublineage AY.25 (14% in vaccinated,
7% in unvaccinated), its spike mutation S112L, and AY.44 (8% in vaccinated, 2% in unvaccinated) with its nsp12
mutation F192V in breakthroughs. Delta infections were associated with younger age and lower hospitalization rates
than Alpha. Delta breakthrough infections increased significantly with time since vaccination, and, after adjusting
for confounders, they rose at similar rates as in unvaccinated individuals.

Interpretation We observed a modest adaptation of Delta genomes in breakthrough infections in New York, sug-
gesting an improved genomic framework to support Delta’s epidemic growth in times of waning vaccine protection
despite limited impact on vaccine escape.
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Introduction
The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has been a showcase for
observing viral evolution in real time. New variants
emerged in various parts of the globe and caused waves
of infection that reached different countries in rapid
succession. Variants being monitored (VBM), particu-
larly Alpha, Beta, and Gamma, and variant of concerns
(VOC) Delta and, most recently, Omicron emerged and
subsequently increased despite worldwide vaccination
efforts.1�6 In the United States, vaccinations started in
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

References for this Original Research article were identi-
fied through searches of PubMed, medRxiv, and bioRxiv
for SARS-CoV-2 articles published from December 2019
to April 2022, and for general articles in virology and
vaccinology without date restriction, by use of the terms
“SARS-CoV-2”, “COVID-19”, “vaccination”, “immuniza-
tion”, “viral evolution”, “epidemiology”, “mutations”,
“vaccine escape”, and “breakthrough”. Articles pub-
lished in English, Spanish, French, and German were
included in our search. A few months before the com-
pletion of this study, Delta has started to become the
predominant SARS-CoV-2 variant in the world causing a
new wave of COVID-19 cases that involved both unvac-
cinated and vaccinated individuals. In 2022, Delta is still
circulating globally despite the recent surge of the Omi-
cron variant. A comprehensive view on clinical and
genomic determinants of Delta infections relative to
vaccine status is lacking.

Added value of this study

Here, we added a comprehensive assessment of clinical
and genomic characteristics of SARS-CoV-2 infections in
metropolitan New York at a time when Delta nearly
completely replaced other circulating variants. Fine-
scale variant and mutation analysis included the statisti-
cal comparison of full genome base pair and amino acid
mutations in unvaccinated and vaccinated individuals.
It revealed an increase of the Delta sublineage AY.25
over time, and a slight but significant enrichment of
spike mutation S112L as well as nsp12 mutation F192V
in breakthrough infections.

Compared with other variants, Delta infections were
associated with a specific network of clinical and demo-
graphic variables, i.e., they occurred later in 2021 and
more likely involved younger individuals, all of which
related to lower hospitalization rates. Notably, Delta
breakthroughs increased significantly with time since
vaccination.

Implications of all the available evidence

After adjusting for confounding variables, we
observed that the frequency of Delta infections rose
at a similar pace in unvaccinated and vaccinated indi-
viduals, which indicates that Delta and its mutations
had a limited impact on vaccine escape when com-
pared with other co-circulating variants. The low per-
centage of vaccine breakthrough infections
compared to the total number of vaccinated individu-
als at NYU and New York City-wide during the time of
Delta predominance underline the effectiveness of
COVID-19 vaccines against infection with Delta and
previous variants. Nevertheless, we found subtle but
significant differences in the SARS-CoV-2 mutation
profiles in breakthrough infections compared with
unvaccinated controls including two enriched and
seven decreased mutations, suggesting that selective
adaptation was in process that might have played a

supportive role. The significant increase of Delta
infections relative to time since vaccination highlights
Delta’s improved potential of epidemic growth in
times of waning vaccine protection, backing the
implementation of booster vaccinations in the
broader population. Emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants
will require close monitoring and should include
mutation hotspot regions such as the spike N-termi-
nal domain with the S112L mutation as well as nsp12
mutations such as F192V that we found in increased
numbers among vaccine breakthroughs.
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late December 2020, with three vaccines currently
employed: two mRNA-based vaccines, BNT162b2
(Pfizer/BioNTech), now FDA-approved, mRNA-1273
(Moderna), and the adenovirus-based Janssen COVID-
19 vaccine, JNJ-78436735.7�9 All three vaccines utilize
the spike sequence of SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1 iso-
lated in January 2020,10,11 and thus their epitopes are
not perfectly matched to those of currently circulating
variants. Despite this mismatch, the vaccines are highly
effective at preventing symptomatic disease, hospitaliza-
tion, death, and forward transmission.12�14 However,
post-vaccination infections (vaccine breakthroughs) do
occur. The epidemiological data on whether these break-
throughs are driven by properties inherent to specific
variants are controversial. Two studies earlier in 2021
indicated increased breakthrough rates of the Beta or
Gamma variants following two doses of mRNA
vaccines.15,16 In contrast, other studies, including our
own, found that breakthrough cases had a similar vari-
ant distribution as in unvaccinated individuals in the
respective cohort at that specific time.17�20

In 2021, Delta became the predominant variant glob-
ally and it remains widespread in 2022. Data from the
CDC indicate that coincident with the rise of Delta in
the US, vaccine effectiveness against infection
decreased from 91% to 66%, which is consistent with
waning immunity observed in Israel and Qatar.21�23

Delta has been associated with higher replication and
transmission,24,25 and in vitro studies report slightly
decreased neutralizing efficacy of monoclonal antibod-
ies, convalescent sera or sera from vaccinated individu-
als against Delta, suggesting that some mutations
present in Delta may cause partial immune
escape.26�28 Clinical and full SARS-CoV-2 genome data
from post-vaccination infections in the era of Delta are
still scarce29 but will be key to revealing features critical
for vaccine effectiveness/escape and to identify com-
monalities and differences with the upcoming Omicron
variant and other future VOCs. They complement in
vitro and in vivo studies on immune escape to identify
viral genomic changes and their impact on vaccine
escape in a real-world situation, including clinical and
demographic aspects in a study population. Here, we
determined the SARS-CoV-2 genetic makeup of 132
www.thelancet.com Vol 82 Month August, 2022
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post-vaccination infections and their associated clinical
characteristics in fully vaccinated individuals within
NYU Langone Health (NYULH), a large metropolitan
New York healthcare system with hospitals across the
region. We assessed the probability of Delta to result in
breakthrough infection relative to other variants
between May and August 2021.
Methods

Study design and sample collection
This study was approved by the NYULH Institutional
Review Board, protocol numbers i21-00493 and i21-
00561. SARS-CoV-2 infections were studied in vacci-
nated and unvaccinated individuals from May 1st until
August 3rd in the NYULH system. Cases were identified
using DataCore, the system’s clinical data management
and extraction resource. Vaccine breakthroughs were
defined by positive real-time (RT)-PCR test for SARS-
CoV-2 RNA regardless of Ct at least 14 days after the
second dose of BNT162b2 (Pfizer/BioNTech) or mRNA-
1273 (Moderna) vaccines, or the single-dose COVID-19
Janssen vaccine. The unvaccinated control group con-
sisted of SARS-CoV-2 positive cases in our healthcare
system who had not received a dose of any vaccine at
the time of RT-PCR positivity, collected and sequenced
in the same period as the breakthrough infections. We
sequenced all unvaccinated positive cases with Ct < 38
up to our maximum sequencing capacity of 94 cases
per week. Nasopharyngeal swabs were sampled from
individuals with exposure to SARS-CoV-2, suspected to
have an infection with SARS-CoV-2, or as part of clinical
diagnostics or hospital admission.
RNA extraction, library preparation and sequencing. Tag-

gedPRNA was extracted from nasopharyngeal swab speci-
mens using the MagMAXTM Viral/Pathogen Nucleic
Acid Isolation Kit. Libraries were prepared using the
Swift Normalase Amplicon SARS-CoV-2 Panel (SNAP)
and run on the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 system on SP
300 cycle flow cells17 (Supplemental Methods). SARS-
CoV-2 sequences that were <23,000 bp or <4000x
genome coverage were considered inadequate and not
included in the analyses.
Phylogenetic, mutation, and adaptive evolution analy-
ses. Maximum likelihood IQ trees were produced on
Mafft-aligned SARS-CoV-2 full genome sequences
using 1000 bootstrap replicates.17 Spike amino acid
counts and site-specific mutation frequencies were ana-
lysed using Fisher exact tests with multiplicity corrections
(Benjamini-Hochberg).30 Estimates of the proportion of
SARS-CoV-2 sequences with a specific mutation through
time were generated using covSpectrum31 with data from
GISAID.3 Adaptive evolution in a coding gene was tested
www.thelancet.com Vol 82 Month August, 2022
using a fast, unconstrained Bayesian approximation
for inferring selection (FUBAR), provided by
Datamonkey32,33 (Supplemental Methods).
Statistics. The comparison of 132 breakthrough and
283 unvaccinated control samples achieved 96% power
in detecting a 15% difference (10% versus 25%) in muta-
tion rates, clinical or demographic variables in a two-
tailed chi squared/Fisher Exact test with a type I error of
5% (G*Power v.3.1.9.4).34 We evaluated the variant dis-
tribution (Alpha, Delta, Gamma, Iota, and all other var-
iants) in fully vaccinated compared to unvaccinated
individuals and addressed confounding variables arising
from the use of observational data via matching (chi
squared/Fisher Exact tests) and adjustment (logistic
regression analyses). We matched the vaccinated break-
through cases 1:1 to the unvaccinated cases, correcting
for the confounding variables: clinical collection date,
sex, and age.35 Propensity-score matching was imple-
mented using the nearest neighbour strategy and qual-
ity controls of matching included the analysis of
propensity score distributions and empirical quantile-
quantile (eQQ) plots of distribution balance of co-vari-
ates using the R v.4.1.0 MatchIt package. To compare
the probability of a variant/mutation for the vaccinated
and unvaccinated groups over time, we performed logis-
tic regression analyses on the full data adjusting for sex,
age (centred and standardized), and month of test. The
relationship between variant distribution and time since
vaccination was studied using linear regression analyses
in Prism v.8.4.3 using two-sided Pearson tests. We com-
pared clinical and demographic variables between groups
using non-parametric Mann-Whitney tests or Kruskal-
Wallis tests with Dunn’s multiplicity correction in Prism.
Correlation analyses were done using two-sided Spear-
man rank tests in Prism. For all analyses unless other-
wise stated, a two-sided Type I error rate of 0.05 was
applied. Details are described in Supplemental Methods.
Ethics/Study approval
Ethics approval and informed patient consent were not
required on unidentifiable viral sequences. This study
was approved by the NYULH Institutional Review
Board, protocol numbers i21-00493 and i21-00561.
Role of funders. The funders played no role in the
design, conduct, interpretation, or reporting of this study.
Results

Demographic parameters in our cohort of vaccinated
and unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2-infected participants
Between May 1st and August 3rd, 2021, a total of n=1613
SARS-CoV-2 infections were recorded in our
3



Fully Vaccinated Unvaccinated

Age

Median 37 42

Range 22-90 <1-96

Age Groups*

<20 0 39 (13.8)

20-29 31 (23.5) 45 (15.9)

30-39 42 (31.8) 49 (17.3)

40-49 13 (9.8) 31 (10.9)

50-59 19 (14.4) 45 (15.9)

60-69 13 (9.8) 31 (10.9)

70-79 8 (6.1) 18 (6.4)

80-89 5 (3.8) 21 (7.4)

>90 1 (0.7) 4 (1.4)

Sex

Male 67 133

Female 65 155

Vaccine Type

Pfizer 115 Not applicable

Moderna 14 Not applicable

Janssen 3 Not applicable

Days after vaccination

Median 136 Not applicable

Range 21-221

<120 49 Not applicable

>120 83 Not applicable

Hospitalized 8 (6) 83 (29)

Symptomatic 72 (54.5) 207 (84.1)a

SARS-CoV-2 variant

Alpha 13 (9.8) 68 (24.0)

Iota 7 (5.3) 35 (12.4)

Gamma 4 (3.0) 19 (6.7)

Delta 101 (76.5) 139 (49.1)

Other 7 (5.3) 22 (7.8)

Total Cases 132 283

Table 1: Demographic and clinical data and SARS-CoV-2
lineages of fully vaccinated vs non-vaccinated COVID-19 cases
with full SARS-CoV-2 genomes.
All figures are absolute numbers except numbers in parenthesis are %

from total cases.
a information available for 246/283 unvaccinated individuals.
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multicentre healthcare system. The majority of SARS-
CoV-2-positive tests (82%) were from unvaccinated indi-
viduals (n=1297), whereas 18% were from vaccinated
(n=297) among a total of 168,127 fully vaccinated indi-
viduals within our system (Table 1). We sequenced all
breakthrough cases with available specimens and ran-
domly selected as many specimens from unvaccinated
individuals as allowed by our internal weekly processing
capacity (up to 96), irrespective of demographic or clini-
cal parameters. We obtained high quality SARS-CoV-2
sequences from 132 vaccinated and 283 unvaccinated
individuals. The median age (37 versus 42 years) and
sex distribution were similar in both groups. The major-
ity of recorded breakthrough infections (63%) occurred
at >120 days after full vaccination with a median of
136 days after vaccination (Table 1).

Delta infections were associated with a distinct
network of clinical and demographic predictors
More than 45% of the breakthrough infections in our
cohort were asymptomatic (n=60); only 6% (n=8) were
hospitalized, all of whom were >50 years (5/8 >70
years) and had co-morbidities. There was one death
from metastatic cancer (Table S1, Figures S1, S2). The
hospitalization rate was significantly higher in the
unvaccinated (29%, n=83, P<0.0001; Fisher Exact test);
for 66 of those, COVID-19 was the main reason for hos-
pitalization, 10 required ICU admission, and seven died
from COVID-19 (Table S2). To identify differential fea-
tures of the circulating variants, we compared their clin-
ical and demographic characteristics (Figures 1a, b, S1-
S3). Among the SARS-CoV-2-positive cases studied,
hospitalizations due to Delta were significantly lower
compared with Alpha, Gamma, Iota, and the other var-
iants combined, and significance was maintained
against Alpha when assessed separately in vaccinated
and unvaccinated individuals (Figure S1; Fisher Exact
test). Among Delta infections, we recorded only one
COVID-19 related death (0.7%), whereas Alpha had the
highest rates with at least four COVID-19-related deaths
(5.9%) (Tables S1, S2). Delta affected younger individu-
als, particularly when compared to Alpha (Kruskal-
Wallis test). Hospitalizations were associated with older
age, specifically in Alpha, Delta, and Iota infections.
There was a trend to lower cycle threshold (Ct) values in
Delta infections, which translated into a weak but signif-
icant inverse correlation between Delta and Ct values in
the overall data set and among breakthrough infections
(Figures 1b, S3a; Spearman Rank). The Ct values did
not differ in hospitalized versus non-hospitalized. In all,
Delta infections exhibited a characteristic clinical profile
regarding age (younger), time of infection (later in the
year) and hospitalization rate (lower), all of which signif-
icantly correlated with each other and might be mutual
drivers (Figure 1b).
Delta rapidly replaced Alpha and Iota variants in both
unvaccinated and vaccine breakthrough cases recorded
at NYULH
At the beginning of our study period (May 2021), several
variants circulated in the New York metropolitan area,
mainly Alpha, Iota and Gamma (Figure 1c, d). In June,
we observed a nadir of case numbers (<10 per week),
followed by a rise of Delta infections starting end of
June that caused a dramatic increase in total cases. This
rapid shift in variants towards Delta was detected in
both vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. By the
end of our study, we saw a near complete replacement
of the locally-originating Iota and the imported Alpha
and Gamma variants by Delta.
www.thelancet.com Vol 82 Month August, 2022



Figure 1. Relationship of clinical, demographic, and genomic data. a, Violin plot summarizing the age distribution of the com-
bined data set of 132 vaccinated and 283 unvaccinated SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals by variant. The pairs of coloured and black
violins show non-hospitalized versus hospitalized cases per variant. Horizontal lines indicate the median and interquartile ranges of
values. Breakthrough cases are shown as stars. Statistical comparisons of age were made using Kruskal-Wallis tests between variants
(red brackets) and, for each variant, between non-hospitalized and hospitalized cases (black brackets). All statistically significant
results are shown: * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, **** P<0.0001. b, Correlation analysis of clinical, demographic, and genomic
data of SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals (as in A). Red and blue edges represent positive and negative correlations between con-
nected variables, respectively, according to the scale of r values to the right. Only significant correlations (P<0.05, Spearman rank
test) are displayed. Nodes are color-coded based on the grouping of variables. Node size corresponds to the strength of correlations.
Ct: Cycle threshold in RT-PCR; sex: male sex; time: date of sampling. c, d, Distribution of variants (top) and absolute variant counts
(bottom), coloured and separated into to the most frequently detected variants of concern (VOC) and being monitored (VBM) and
all other variants combined (Other). Vaccine breakthrough infections (c) are shown side-by-side with unvaccinated controls (d) on a
weekly basis starting May 1st 2021 (all full weeks shown).
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Delta infections including breakthroughs exhibit a
characteristic subvariant makeup
To determine the diversity and relatedness of SARS-
CoV-2 genomes, we performed phylogenetic analyses
including our 132 breakthrough and 283 unvaccinated
cases, using US and global reference sequences
(Figures 2a, S4 and Table S3). Our SARS-CoV-2 sequen-
ces covered a broad set of variants with predominance of
Delta and its numerous subvariants, Alpha, Gamma,
Iota, Mu, and additional B.1 lineages (Figure 2b). Delta
sequences appeared more densely packed and clustered,
raising the possibility of transmission chains
(Figures 2A, S4). Two of these clusters consisted of the
Delta subvariants AY.25 and AY.44 that included
sequences with spike:S112L and nsp12:F192V muta-
tions, respectively. We found no evidence of transmis-
sion clusters composed solely of breakthrough
infections. Alpha (10% versus 24%) and Iota (3% versus
11%) were overall less frequently found among break-
through infections compared to unvaccinated controls
(odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (95%CI) of
0.35 (0.19-0.66) and 0.25 (0.09-0.69), respectively),
whereas Delta counts were more frequent over the study
period (77% versus 49%)(odds ratio and 95%CI of 2.12
(1.34-3.36))(Figure 2b). The spike:S112L-positive AY.25
sub-cluster contained SARS-CoV-2 sequences from one
unvaccinated and five vaccinated cases, with four cases
occurring in New York County. The AY.44 cluster included
eleven vaccinated and five unvaccinated cases, all of which
carried the nsp12:F192Vmutation (Figures 3, S4, S5).
Potential sites of adaptive evolution of the Delta
variant under vaccine pressure
To screen for genomic signatures of vaccine break-
through and possible adaptive selection, we differen-
tially assessed all base pair mutations over the full
genome, all amino acid mutations across spike, and
compared synonymous (dS) and non-synonymous (dN)
substitution rates (Figures 3, 4, S6-S8, Tables S4-S9).
The numbers of full genome and spike mutations were
comparable in viruses obtained from vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. Breakthrough sequences had
on average 35.8 base pair mutations over the full
genome (range: 24-44) and 9.7 amino acid mutations
per spike (range: 3-14), compared to 35.6 base pair muta-
tions/full genome (range: 19-56) and 9.6 amino acid
mutations/spike (range: 3-15) in the unvaccinated. In
spike, we found a total of 168 amino acid changes com-
pared to Wuhan-Hu-1: 115 sites were more frequently
mutated in unvaccinated controls, compared to 52 sites
in breakthroughs (Figure 3a). To identify spike amino
acid mutations that are enriched in breakthrough
sequences, we performed a two-pronged approach: I) to
investigate the enrichment of mutations across variants,
we statistically analysed sequences from all variants
combined with a post-hoc variant assessment to identify
potential bias introduced by unequal variant distribu-
tion between groups (Figure 3b). II) We performed a
Delta-specific mutation analysis to identify mutations
enriched among Delta sequences and to confirm the
results using all variants (Figure 3c). Among the 52
mutations preferentially found in breakthroughs, 10 sig-
nificantly differed between breakthrough and unvacci-
nated cases (Figure 3b, Table S4; Fisher exact test). The
post-hoc analysis revealed that nine of these 10 sites
were Delta-defining mutations, whilst one, S112L, is not
Delta-defining but contributes to the array of Delta sub-
variant AY.25 mutations. The comparative spike muta-
tion analysis exclusive for the subset of Delta sequences
confirmed S112L as the only substantially enriched
mutation among Delta breakthroughs (P<0.05,
Figure S5 and Table S5). The S112L mutation locates at
the surface-exposed top part of NTD, one of the major
antigenic regions of the spike protein (Figure 3d).36

To identify sites of potential adaptive evolution in
Delta beyond spike, we extended our statistical analysis
to the full genome (Figure 4a-d). Among 240 Delta
sequences (101 breakthroughs and 139 unvaccinated
controls), we observed 791 mutation sites, of which 448
were more frequently mutated in controls, 328 more fre-
quent in breakthroughs, and 15 equally mutated in both
groups. In total, we found nine sites with significantly
different mutation rates between groups (Figure 4a,
Table S6; Fisher exact test). Among the seven mutations
that were more frequent in unvaccinated individuals,
there were four non-synonymous mutations, i.e., nsp2
P129L, nsp14 P46L, nsp14 S374F, and ORF7a L116F,
and three synonymous mutations, i.e., c1267t, t12946c,
and a20262g. Two mutations were enriched in break-
through sequences compared to unvaccinated controls,
which, besides spike mutation S112L included mutation
ORF1b:F183V that corresponds to F192V in nsp12, the
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) gene (Figure 4b,
c). In addition, seven mutations were less frequent in
breakthrough sequences, which included four non-synony-
mousmutations in nsp2, nsp14 (2x), and ORF7a, and three
synonymous mutations in nsp2, nsp9, and nsp15. A geno-
mic region-specific mutation analysis further revealed that
most coding regions had higher numbers of mutations in
unvaccinated control sequences, whereas ORF3a (56%)
and ORF8 (67%) had higher numbers of sites with
enriched mutations in breakthrough sequences, though at
lowmutation rates (Table S7).
Mutations in Omicron and mutations enriched in Delta
breakthroughs involve common genomic hot and cold
spot regions
Omicron, first detected in October/November 2021 in
Nigeria and Botswana, has caused a massive SARS-
CoV-2 outbreak in South Africa starting November
2021, and eventually reached the US, Europe and many
countries worldwide with rising numbers as of
www.thelancet.com Vol 82 Month August, 2022



Figure 2. Phylogenetic analysis and variant distribution of SARS-CoV-2 vaccine breakthrough and unvaccinated control sequences. a, Maximum likelihood (IQ) tree of 3511 SARS-
CoV-2 full genome sequences (base pairs 202-29,666 according to Wuhan-Hu-1 as reference), including 132 vaccine breakthrough (orange) and 283 unvaccinated control SARS-CoV-2
sequences from the NYU Langone Health cohort (greater NYC area) (purple) together with 920 other US (non-NYU; cyan) and 2176 global (non-US; black) reference sequences. The substitu-
tion scale of the tree, generated with 1000 bootstrap replicates and Wuhan/WH01/2019-12-26 as root, is indicated at the bottom right. Vaccine breakthrough sequences are highlighted by
orange triangles (as branch symbols) and grey rays radiating from the root to the outer rim of the tree. Hospitalizations among vaccine breakthrough infections are indicated by black trian-
gles. The variants responsible for most vaccine breakthrough infections are labelled. The Delta plus spike:S112L (AY.25) and nsp12:F192V (AY.44) sub-lineages are labelled and highlighted
with light and carmine red trapezoid symbols, respectively. b, Double-donut plot to compare the variant distribution of breakthrough (inner ring) and unvaccinated control sequences (outer
ring). The most abundant variants and Delta subvariants (highlighted by black arrows) are shown in colour and labelled in the plot (outer ring only). All detected variants (Pango lineages)
and their colour code in the plot are shown below.
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Figure 3. Site-specific spike mutation analysis in SARS-CoV-2 vaccine breakthrough sequences compared to unvaccinated controls. a, Site-specific amino acid mutation (mut) fre-
quencies in spike in 132 vaccine breakthrough sequences compared to 283 unvaccinated controls from the same cohort. The Wuhan-Hu-1 sequence served as reference. The mirror plot dis-
plays differences of mutation frequencies per spike residue between vaccinated and unvaccinated groups, shown along the x-axis (n=168); orange (facing up) and black bars (facing down)
refer to elevated mutation frequencies in vaccinated or unvaccinated individuals, respectively. b, Enriched spike mutations in vaccine breakthrough sequences compared to unvaccinated
controls. Unique occurrences of mutations in breakthrough cases were disregarded. The dashed black line indicates the average mutation frequency across all spike residues in the unvacci-
nated control data set (n=283) compared to Wuhan-Hu-1. Significantly enriched mutations in Fisher exact tests are indicated by asterisks (* P<0.05, *** P<0.005) and the variants in which
these mutations were found are shown below (black: main source, grey: secondary source). Mutations in the spike N-terminal domain (NTD), receptor binding domain (RBD), and near the
S1/S2 interface associated with neutralization escape and/or affecting important biological functions are labeled. c, The same analysis as in (b) but focusing on Delta sequences exclusively.
101 Delta vaccine breakthrough sequences were compared to 139 Delta unvaccinated controls. The dashed black line indicates the average mutation frequency across all spike residues in
the Delta unvaccinated control data set compared to Wuhan-Hu-1 as reference (n=139). d, Structural analysis of mutation sites on a spike trimer bound to human ACE2 (hACE2) (pdb
S_ACE2). Each protomer is coloured differently. The hACE2-bound protomer with the RBD in the “up” position is shown in red. Statistically enriched mutation sites in vaccine breakthroughs
(according to b) are shown as spheres, labelled in one protomer in red (Delta) or pink (AY.25).
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Figure 4. Full genome mutation analysis, relative growth, and adaptive evolution of SARS-CoV-2 Delta vaccine break-
through sequences and associated mutations compared to Delta unvaccinated controls.

a, Site-specific base pair mutation frequencies in full genomes (bp 202-29666) of 101 Delta vaccine breakthrough sequences
compared to 139 Delta unvaccinated controls from the same cohort. The Wuhan-Hu-1 sequence served as reference. The mirror
plot displays differences of mutation frequencies per site between vaccinated and unvaccinated groups, shown along the x-axis
(n=791); red (facing up) and blue bars (facing down) refer to elevated mutation rates in vaccinated or unvaccinated individuals,
respectively. Significantly enriched mutations in Fisher exact tests are indicated by asterisks (* P<0.05) and are labelled. SARS-CoV-2
coding genomic regions are shown below the plot. Non-synonymous mutations in Omicron (cyan; including B.1.1.529, BA.1, and
BA.2 mutations), Delta (black), or Delta breakthrough-enriched mutations (red and blue) are shown by colored ticks. The mutation
sites/names are indicated below. b, c, Structural analysis of Delta breakthrough-enriched mutations in comparison to Omicron- and
Delta-defining mutations (briefly labelled as Omicron, Delta, or Omicron & Delta, the latter common in both variants). Structures are
shown for the nsp12 complex (b) with bound nsp7, nsp8, template-primer RNA, and remdesivir triphosphate (pdb: 7bv2) and for
spike (c) in the activated state with one RBD in the up position (pdb: S_ACE2; mutations only shown in the grey, activated protomer).
Upper right: The estimated daily proportion of SARS-CoV-2 sequences with indicated mutation through time in the USA is shown as
light red dots. The dark red line is the logistic fit. The provided relative growth estimate with confidence interval (CI) reflects the
advantage compared to co-circulating strains if variants spread pre-dominantly by local transmission across demographic groups.
Lower right: Probability of the detection of a mutation by month in vaccinated (n=132) and unvaccinated (n=283) individuals,
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December 2021. While a zoonotic emergence of Omi-
cron cannot be ruled out, Omicron supposedly evolved
in an immunocompromised host and acquired a broad
set of mutations associated with immune escape.4�6,37

Thus, both Omicron and Delta breakthrough viruses
were presumably selected against immune selection
pressure, which prompted us to perform a comparative
analysis of their full-genome mutational landscapes
including regions with high (hotspots) or low (cold-
spots) evolutionary mutation rates.38 Omicron is charac-
terized by more than 30 mutations in spike,
complemented by smaller mutation hotspot regions in
ORF1ab, M, and N genes (Figure 4a). One of the two
mutations that we found positively associated with Delta
breakthrough (spike:S112L) is situated in the middle of
the spike NTD domain, an Omicron hotspot region that
carries abundant mutations and deletions (Figure 4a-c).
The second breakthrough-enriched mutation in Delta
(nsp12:F192V) is located in the functionally relevant
nsp12 domain, coding for the RdRp polymerase, which
also entails the Omicron- and/or Delta-defining muta-
tions P314L and G662S (Figure 4a-c). In contrast, the
seven sites that we identified as being inversely corre-
lated with Delta breakthrough fell into mutation cold-
spots harbouring a low density of Omicron mutations.
The inverse correlations suggest that these Delta muta-
tions had no benefit in conferring breakthrough, or it is
possible these mutations were deleterious for other Delta
mutations enabling escape from immune pressure.
Increase of Delta subvariants AY.25 and AY.44, and
evidence of diversifying selection involving AY.44’s
nsp12:F192V mutation
Spike:S112L and nsp12:F192V (=ORF1b:F183V) are the
clade-defining mutations for the Delta variants AY.25
and AY.44, respectively, which were most frequently
detected in the USA (Figure 4b,c, S7). Both mutations
have been strictly associated with Delta, thus they were
hardly found before Delta and they subsequently disap-
peared with the decline and replacement of Delta by
Omicron (Figure S7a,b). In our study period from May
to August 2021, there was a significant growth advan-
tage US-wide for viruses carrying either of these muta-
tions (14�15%) compared to all other co-circulating
strains, under the premise that variants spread predomi-
nantly by local transmission across demographic groups
adjusted for month of test, sex, and age of participants. *** P<0.001
sites of a coding gene using a fast, unconstrained Bayesian appro
vaccinated (n=132) and unvaccinated (n=283) cases. Sites of interes
positive (red, facing up) and negative (blue, facing down) selection
and are indicated by an asterisk inside the circles.

a: mean posterior synonymous mutation rate at a site; b: mean p
ORF7a; 7b: ORF7b; 9b: ORF9b; 10: ORF10; bp: base pairs; E: envelo
NTD: N-terminal domain; ORF: open reading frame; RBD: receptor-bi
(Figure 4b,c). Furthermore, viruses with either spike:
S112L or nsp12:F192V mutations were significantly
overrepresented among breakthrough cases compared
to unvaccinated controls by July 2021 (Figure 4b,c, S7c;
covariate-adjusted logistic regression analysis). Bayesian
analyses for adaptive selection based on dN-dS rates
revealed a number of sites in ORF1b and spike with evi-
dence (posterior probability >0.9) of positive or nega-
tive adaptive selection (Figure 4b,c, S8, Table S8, S9).
These sites included Delta-defining sites, such as
ORF1b:662, 1000, and 1918, and spike:19, 222, 452,
681, and 950, but also sites that have been associated
with enhanced ACE2 binding or immune escape, such
as spike:144, 501, and 484. Notably, the ORF1b:183
(=nsp12:192) site, which we found more frequently
mutated in vaccinated compared to unvaccinated
NYULH study participants (Figure 4a), was also signifi-
cantly associated with positive, diversifying selection
among the vaccinated participants, but not in the unvac-
cinated individuals, supporting our statistical counting-
based approach from above (Figure 4d, S8, Table S8).
Spike:S112L did not yield posterior probabilities of
>0.9, but still had a tendency towards positive selection
that was more pronounced among vaccinated compared
to unvaccinated participants (Figure 4d, Table S9).
Delta cases increased at comparable rates in vaccinated
and unvaccinated individuals and Delta breakthrough
is associated with a distinct set of clinical and genomic
factors
We expanded our current analysis of recorded break-
through infections in our cohort, by adding data from
our previous study17 that covered February to April
2021, for a total of 208 breakthrough and 1329 control
sequences (Figure 5). The pattern of total COVID-19
case numbers in New York State over time is compara-
ble to our SARS-CoV-2 sequences, supporting our
attempt to sequence a representative set of viruses
(Figure 5a, b). While increasing vaccination rates were
associated with an overall decline in COVID-19 cases
and SARS-CoV-2 sequences obtained, emerging Delta
infections partially reverted this trend (Figure 5b). Iota
breakthrough significantly decreased and Alpha break-
through exhibited no significant change over time since
vaccination, whereas Delta breakthrough infections rose
significantly in near linear fashion within the first six
in a chi-squared test. d, Adaptive evolution analysis of individual
ximation for inferring selection (FUBAR, Datamonkey), done for
t (labelled) are studied in comparison to all sites with significant
per gene. Posterior probabilities >0.9 are considered significant

osterior non-synonymous mutation rate at a site; 3a: ORF3a; 7a:
pe; mut: mutation; nsp: non-structural protein; N: nucleocapsid;
nding domain; S: spike.
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Figure 5. Increasing rates of SARS-CoV-2 breakthrough infections with Delta over six months post vaccination, and clinical
and genomic factors associated with Delta breakthrough. a, Variant distribution of SARS-CoV-2 sequences from unvaccinated
(facing up) and vaccinated individuals (facing down), obtained at NYU Langone Health between February and July 2021. b, Daily
COVID-19 cases (grey bars) and 7-day averages (grey line), daily COVID-19 deaths (black bars) and 7-day averages (pink line), and
cumulative vaccination numbers (turquoise line) in New York City between February 1st and August 3rd. Source of data: NYC Open
Data and NYC Health, Citywide Immunization Registry (CIR). c, Probability of positive test with Delta by month in vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals, adjusted for month of test, sex, and age of participants. d, Variant distribution among all NYULH break-
through sequences, displayed according to months post full vaccination (starting at day 14 after the last dose for full vaccination).
The chart below shows a linear regression analysis of breakthrough infections per variant against time post vaccination. Significant
results are highlighted by asterisks, labelled with the correlation coefficient (r), goodness of fit (R2), and P value (t-test), and the fitted
line with 95% confidence intervals shown. * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.005. e, Correlation of clinical, demographic, and SARS-CoV-2
genomic factors with breakthrough by comparing Delta infections in vaccinated (n=101) and unvaccinated individuals (n=139).
Spearman rank correlation is displayed on the y-axis and colour-coded. Multiple comparison-corrected P values (q, Benjamini-Hoch-
berg) are indicated by asterisks within the circles (* q<0.05, ** q<0.01, *** q<0.005). Ct: Cycle threshold in RT-PCR; sex: male sex;
time: date of sampling.
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months post full vaccination, both in absolute and rela-
tive counts (Figure 5d, S9-S11).

To assess whether Delta infections are statistically
enriched among breakthrough infections compared to
other variants, we performed covariate-adjusted logistic
regression analyses and, as sensitivity analysis, matched
the 208 vaccinated breakthrough patients 1:1 to the 1329
unvaccinated patients, correcting for the confounding
variables clinical collection date, sex, and age
(Table S10). While unmatched analyses suggested ele-
vated numbers of Delta infections in vaccinated com-
pared to unvaccinated individuals (Table S11, upper
part), the propensity score-matched analysis revealed no
significant difference between both groups, as con-
firmed by the covariate-adjusted logistic regression anal-
ysis (Figure 5c, Tables S11,S12). Recorded Delta cases
increased significantly compared to all other variants
starting in May 2021 (Table S13). Notably, the rise of
Delta occurred at comparable rates in vaccinated and in
unvaccinated individuals (Figure 5c), indicating no
major advantage of Delta per se in conferring break-
through after adjustment for confounding variables.

In summary, the study of Delta infections revealed
that, compared to unvaccinated controls, breakthrough
infections were associated with asymptomatic disease,
lower rates of hospitalization, spike mutation S112L,
nsp12 mutation F192V, and the absence of seven muta-
tions across different regions of the SARS-CoV-2 full
genome (Figure 5e).
Discussion
Since emergency-use authorization of the first COVID-
19 vaccine in December 2020, the spotlight has been
on viral sequences from vaccinated individuals to closely
monitor the potential emergence of vaccine escape
mutations. While the first half of 2021 was character-
ized by a wealth of variants, some more prevalent than
others regionally or globally, the Delta variant rapidly
replaced all other variants in the second half of 2021
and has remained prevalent worldwide in 2022.39 Our
cohort in metropolitan New York is a prime example of
Delta’s takeover in 2021, both in unvaccinated and vac-
cinated individuals with a near linear increase of Delta
breakthrough infections according to elapsed time post
vaccination (Figures 1, 5). Breakthrough numbers in
our cohort approach the absolute numbers in the unvac-
cinated, which is in line with other reports.40,41 The rea-
sons for this change are multifactorial, including
epidemiological and virological factors. First, the proba-
bility of a positive case being a breakthrough versus an
unvaccinated case rose over time due to increased vacci-
nation rates in our area and elsewhere (Figure 5).42 Sec-
ond, Delta was detected in increased rates in younger
hosts, who tend to be vaccinated at lower rates than
older individuals, or were ineligible for vaccination at
the time of our study. The younger population is also
associated with lower hospitalization rates (Figures 1,
S1).43 Third, Delta carries the P681R substitution in the
spike furin cleavage site, which triggers enhanced S1/
S2 cleavage and might explain Delta’s increased replica-
tion rate in vitro.24,44,45 A substitution at the same site
(P681H) is found in Alpha, which evolved indepen-
dently of Delta and dominated the global infection land-
scape between January and June 2021.46�50 P681H/R
mutations were both detected more frequently among
breakthrough infections in our previous study of break-
through infections in New York when Alpha and Iota
variants were dominant regionally,17 and in this study
during the current Delta wave (Figure 3). Although
Delta shows compromised sensitivity to some RBD and
NTD neutralizing antibodies with up to 8-fold reduced
sensitivity in vitro to vaccine-induced antibodies com-
pared to D614G viruses (including infectious virus
assays),24,26,51 neutralization escape is substantially
lower in magnitude as compared to Beta, Gamma, Mu,
and Omicron.52,53 Efficient spike cleavage (P681H/R)
and replicative competence appear to be central check-
points for SARS-CoV-2’s epidemiological success, with
Delta being improved compared to Alpha.24,44,54�56

In line with data from other laboratories, the pre-
Delta breakthrough infections that we studied in early
2021 displayed a variant distribution similar to infec-
tions in unvaccinated individuals,17�20 though with
signs of a starting sieve effect of neutralizing antibody
escape mutations, e.g., E484K.15�17,57 The variant pat-
tern in both breakthrough and unvaccinated cases dra-
matically changed towards the second half of 2021 with
a clear dominance of Delta-associated mutations
(Figure 3). In the second half of 2021, breakthrough
appeared to be primarily shaped by virological factors
that increased transmissibility, facilitated by immuno-
logical permeability in times of waning vaccine effi-
cacy.58 Delta’s global rise in the second half of 2021
coincided when large parts of high-risk populations
were past six months post full vaccination. The lift of
US mask recommendations in May 2021, right before
the ignition of the Delta wave, may have also added to
its spread. Mask mandates were reinstated halfway
through the Delta wave, i.e., on July 28th 2021, at NYU
Langone Health, whereas New York State only issued a
recommendation to wear masks in early August.59

Delta remains a primary source for the evolution of
next generation variants, evidenced by the rapid diversi-
fication into more than 190 Delta subvariants and the
emergence of Delta�Omicron recombinants.60,61 We
observed an uptick of the subvariant AY.25 with S112L
mutation in spike NTD as well as AY.44 with F192V
mutation in nsp12, which, while still at low numbers,
preferentially spread among the vaccinated individuals
in our cohort. In our phylogenetic analysis, we observed
multiple Delta clusters that suggest efficient spread of
distinct sublineages in the population. As shown for
AY.25 and AY.44, they involve unvaccinated and
www.thelancet.com Vol 82 Month August, 2022
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vaccinated individuals, and their presence in clusters is
suggestive of transmission chains.

High vaccine efficacy was reported against Delta
infections, particularly at the beginning of the Delta
wave; however, there is growing evidence that vaccine
efficacy against Delta decreases over time.23,25,62�64 A
central question remains whether reduced vaccine effi-
ciency is due to Delta per se or whether it is a matter of
waning immunity and dependent on elapsed time since
full vaccination. Current knowledge indicates that it
may be both. Statistical analyses of retrospective cohort
studies indicated that waning immunity with time,
coinciding with a period of easing societal public health
restrictions, played a larger role than Delta’s vaccine
escape.63,64 However, an observational study on SARS-
Cov-2-infected index cases and contacts indicated that
vaccination reduced transmission more effectively in
Alpha compared to Delta.25 Our data suggest that selec-
tive adaptation processes were in process that eventually
led to the accumulation of mutations (spike S112L,
nsp12 F192V) or new (sub)variants (AY.25, AY.44)
under vaccine immune pressure (Figures 4 and 5e).

Of note, when we compared the selectively enriched
Delta breakthrough mutations with the ones present in
Omicron, a variant which has presumably overcome
immune selective pressure during its formation,4�6,37

we found certain commonalities. Delta breakthrough-
enriched mutations and Omicron mutations involve the
NTD of spike and nsp12, whereas sites that inversely
correlated with Delta breakthrough were found in cold
spot regions in terms of Omicron mutations. The latter
suggests that mutations in these cold spot regions have
no benefit in conferring breakthrough, whereas the
wild-type residues (Wuhan-Hu-1) might be superior in
supporting breakthrough, immune escape, or transmis-
sion/replication. Although none of the breakthrough-
associated Delta mutations fell onto Omicron’s clade-
defining mutations, both share comparable hot and
cold spot regions, indicating common features of selec-
tive adaptation with fine specificities differing by vari-
ant, particularly for Delta and Omicron, which originate
from different branches of the phylogenetic tree. Nota-
bly, the adaptive evolution analysis based on dN-dS rates
confirmed the full-genome statistical mutation analysis
in that nsp12:F192V is significantly overrepresented
among vaccinated compared to unvaccinated partici-
pants. The fact that we did not observe significant adap-
tive selection at spike:112 using dN-dS rates was
presumably based on the overall lower number of
viruses with this mutation in our cohort; however, we
still obtained higher dN-dS rates in vaccinated com-
pared to unvaccinated individuals. It remains elusive
whether spike:S112L, located at the apical part of spike
NTD, nsp12:F192V, located distant from nsp12’s active
site, or the absence of mutations in the cold spot regions
played an active role in breakthrough, immune evasion,
enhanced transmission, or acted as bystander
www.thelancet.com Vol 82 Month August, 2022
mutations. Overall, the modest adaptation of Delta
genomes in breakthrough infections in New York,
including two mutations that were significantly
enriched and seven mutations that were less frequent in
sequences from vaccinated compared to unvaccinated
individuals, suggests an improved genomic framework
that assisted Delta’s epidemiologic success in individu-
als with waning immunity.

As with all observational genomic surveillance stud-
ies, limitations and confounding factors exist. These
include demographic, temporal, and behavioural fac-
tors, diagnostic testing practices, sequencing sensitivity
thresholds, and sampling, e.g., undersampling of mild
or asymptomatic cases. Some but not all of these caveats
can be adjusted or minimized by unbiased sample col-
lection, consistent testing procedures and guidelines,
and matched data analyses. We matched by age, sex,
and month of collection, but we had no available data
on body mass index (BMI), ethnicity or comorbidities,
thus we cannot exclude confounding effects by these
demographic/clinical variables. The study was limited
to the available number of SARS-CoV-2 sequences from
our healthcare institution, i.e., sequences from 132 vac-
cinated and 283 unvaccinated individuals. Our adjusted
model indicates that the probability of Delta infection
has increased at similar rates in vaccinated and unvacci-
nated individuals. However, Delta breakthrough cases
rose continuously with extended time post vaccination
(Figure 5), which justified the use of booster doses even
before Omicron emerged.65,66 The monitoring of new
variants including Delta’s ongoing evolution of subvar-
iants and their early signs of adaptive evolution will be
critical to adequately address upcoming SARS-CoV-2
outbreaks and the increasing numbers of vaccine break-
through infections.
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